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NEW MEMBERS
A warm welcome is extended to the following new members of AIDN-Vic.

Australian Inhibitor Pty Ltd
Australian Inhibitor Pty Ltd was established in 1955, we are the only company coating Volatile Corrosion Inhibitor's (V.C.I.'S) to paper, we are suppliers of V.C.I.flexible and rigid plastics.
We Received the "Technical innovation Award" in 2006 for specialty Rigid Plastics.
We design and develop new packaging products "innovation" being the key objective, and Research and Laboratories our focus.
For further information please contact: Les Amy, General Manager, Phone: 03 8795 4400, Mobile: 0402 283 863, les.amy@australianinhibitor.com.au

Donaldson Australasia Pty Ltd
Donaldson is a manufacturer of filtration products for a wide range of industries with specific strengths and experience in developing filtration solutions for defence departments in the US and Australia.
Donaldson has established a dedicated team to provide the special expertise required for defence and military applications. Over the past 80 years, Donaldson’s reputation for precision engineering, innovative design, on-site quality testing and for aggressively meeting military requirements, has continued to win our company a position as the premier filtration supplier for defence industries worldwide.
In Australia, Donaldson manufacture locally a range of filtration products for APCs, tanks and off road vehicles to meet local operational requirements. Globally, the company has developed military-specific media technologies for a wide range of applications.
For further information please contact: Bill Anderson, EM Sales Manager, Phone: 03 9874 2600, Mobile: 0400 669 775 bill.anderson@donaldsonfilters.com.au

HUBER+SUHNER Australia Pty Ltd
HUBER+SUHNER is an independent Swiss company with manufacturing facilities and sales offices located in 14 countries across Europe, North America, Latin America, India, China, Australia and Asia Pacific.
HUBER+SUHNER is a leading manufacturer of RF, electrical and optical components and systems to the Defence, Communication, Transportation, Railway, Automotive, Solar, Test & Measurement, Broadcast, Aerospace and Industrial markets globally.
The technical expertise in radio frequency, fiber optics and wire and cable provides a unique knowledge that establishes the base for continual innovation and product development in line with changing technologies and the needs of our customers.
For further information please contact: Julian Rose, Sales Manager Victoria, Mobile: 0437 788 873 julian.rose@hubersuhner.com
AIDN MEETING
The next AIDN Meeting will be held in Launceston on Friday 30 November 2007.

AIDN-Vic NEWS
AIDN-Vic SPECIAL AWARDS FUNCTION
On Wednesday 28 November, at 5.30pm, AIDN-Vic will hold its Special Awards function at the Sir Redmund Barry Room, Level 46, 55 Collins Street, hosted by the Dept of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development and AIDN-Vic. Please put this date in your diary as we have a very special high profile guest speaker this year. Invitations will be sent to members shortly.

MEMBERS’ NEWS
GOVERNOR OF VICTORIA EXPORT AWARDS
Congratulations to the following AIDN-Vic members who were recognised for their exporting achievements at a prestigious presentation at Government House on 2 October:
Remote Vision Solutions Pty Ltd – Emerging Exporter Award
Marand Precision Engineering – Commendee Large Advanced Manufacturer Award

WHITNEY BOOMERANG ENTERS PRODUCTION
Production of Boomerang aircraft No.1 rolled off the line at an official engagement held at Dean-Wilson Aviation's manufacturing plant at Kingaroy Airport on Friday 14 September, an audience which included the Hon Bruce Scott MP; Federal Member for Maranoa and other dignitaries.
AIDN-Vic member Aerostaff Pty Ltd have manufactured and sub-assembled over 80% of the plane at their facility in Port Melbourne. All parts are then delivered to Kingaroy in Queensland to be fully assembled.
The Boomerang aircraft also featured in the ABC Australian Story on Monday 1 October.
Bruce Scott, MP presented Dean-Wilson with an AusIndustry Award signed by the Hon. Ian MacFarlane, Minister for Industry, Tourism and Resource, in recognition of the company’s commitment to business excellence and in particular, innovation in developing the Whitney Boomerang aircraft enabling the GA market access to a 2 seat training aircraft.

PROJECT PERFORMANCE INTERNATIONAL TO TRAIN BRAZILIAN AIR FORCE
Project Performance International (PPI) has been awarded a contract to train Força Aérea Brasileira (FAB – the Brazilian Air Force) in Brasília in the processes of developing military capability. The training deals in depth with military problem definition, concept of operations (CONOPS) of a solution, operational concept description (OCD) for each materiel item forming a part of solution, and requirements specifications. Architectural frameworks such as DODAF and MODAF are related to the above. This training will be delivered during December 2007.
This award complements the success of a program of training delivered to Embraer, São José dos Campos, Brazil.
These recent awards to PPI build upon the foundation established by a liaison between PPI and the Laboratório de Integração e Testes of the Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE), the Brazilian National Institute of Space Research. INPE has, for the last two years, hosted project-related public training delivered by PPI in São José dos Campos, SP, Brazil. PPI also delivers public seminars in Curitiba, Paraná state. The company’s Brazil training program is complemented by an active program in Brazil of consulting assignments. Visit www.ppi-int.com for more info. See page 5 for their current advertisement in this newsletter.

TECTONICA BECOMES ISO CERTIFIED
Tectonica Australia has achieved AS/NSZ ISO 9001:2000 quality management system certification, thus demonstrating the firm’s commitment to maintaining business processes of the highest standard. The two day audit was conducted by SGS Australia, and covered Tectonica’s engineering design, development, manufacturing, sales and support services. Tectonica Australia is a leading engineering company committed to delivering innovative engineering products and services to clients in a wide range of industry sectors. Services range from concept generation and product development through to systems integration, manufacture and maintenance. The Company claims to now have “an experienced multi-disciplined engineering team, versatile in-house manufacturing capabilities and a well developed network of reliable and responsive suppliers.”

POINT TRADING NEW PREMISES
Point Trading’s new Australian Head Office in South Melbourne Victoria, was recently opened by the Honourable Peter Lindsay MP - the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Defence. The new head office has been designed and purpose built to accommodate the growth of Point Trading over the past few years and into the future. It incorporates a sophisticated security system and biometric access control to the restricted areas, as well as training, conference and demonstration spaces within its contemporary design.
The new head office will complement Point Trading’s existing facility in Moorabbin, Victoria. The existing facility provides the assembly, service and maintenance functions as well as logistics and distribution. It incorporates a state of the art electro-optical lab using the latest testing and calibration equipment for the maintenance of Point Trading products across our divisions.
Point Trading has recently been awarded major contracts for the night vision devices requirements by the New Zealand Defence Forces and a major contract for the WA Dept of Health in the CBRNE protection requirement.

Avner Klein, CEO, Point Trading Group with Peter Lindsay MP, Parliamentary Secretary for Defence

THALES AUSTRALIA REFITS HMAS SUCCESS
Thales Australia signed a contract with the Defence Material Organisation (DMO) for Phase 2 of the Type Refit of HMAS Success. Norman Gray, Managing Director, Thales Australia said, "This is an important contract for us as it is the first of the Navy's new approach to refit contracting Modified Procurement Model (MPM) for Major Surface Ship Repair and is being evaluated for Navy-wide implementation."

Under Phase 1 of the project, Thales Australia conducted scope definition and the planning of the refit over a three month period earlier this year. Phase 2 will consist of a four month production period followed by two months of trials. Major tasks to be undertaken during the Phases of the refit of HMS Success include refurbishing the main engines and diesel generators, and overhauling the shafting and Replenishment At Sea systems.

THALES SECURES AIR 87 COMMUNICATIONS EXPORTS
Building on its role in supplying the Communication Control Module (CCM) for the Army’s project Air 87 ‘Tiger’ Armed Reconnaissance Helicopters (ARH), Thales Australia reports it has been selected to develop a customised export variant of the CCM for Spanish ‘Tiger’ helicopters. The CCM is a data link processor which gives the aircraft crew a live tactical picture overlaid onto their moving map display. This picture can be updated during the mission from sensors, ground stations and other aircraft, and also enables the aircraft position to be broadcast to friendly participants. Thales anticipates that leveraging the company’s global supply chain, the CCM will also end up being integrated into the French ‘Tiger’ helicopters by the end of the decade.

Courtesy of www.diar.com

JOSEPH SAPORITO RETURNS TO FRANCE
Lutz Bertling, CEO of Eurocopter, has announced yesterday some new changes to the EC organisation. As of 1 October 2007, Joseph Saporito, Chief Executive Officer, Australian Aerospace Ltd, will be appointed as the Head of Civil Programs, based in Marignane (France). He will remain CEO of Australian Aerospace until the end of 2007 and will work permanently in France as of 1 January 2008.

Joseph was a recipient of the AIDN-Vic Terry Kelly Memorial Award in 2006. We wish him well for the future.

VOICE ACTIVATED COCKPIT PICKED-UP BY ROCKWELL
Melbourne-based Adacel has been selected by Rockwell Collins to develop a Voice Activated Cockpit (VAC) interface for Rockwell’s next generation ‘Pro Line’ avionics suite. Adacel will provide a modified version of the system currently being developed for the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), intended to provide pilots with the capability to interact with avionics functions using voice commands. The VAC system operates cooperatively with the avionics suite as an alternative to manual input, and is speaker independent, eliminating the requirement for individual voice training. Basic features include radio frequency selection and display interaction. Future versions will include voice input to Autopilot, Flight Management System, Electronic Flight Bag interfaces and command macro’s for executing a series of inputs using a single voice command. The system is expected to begin flight testing in 2008, on the road to achieving DO-178B certification. Courtesy of www.diar.com

PRODUCTIVITY CENTRES OPEN UP NEW WAYS OF DOING BUSINESS
Ian Macfarlane, Minister for Industry, Tourism and Resources, launched the Productivity Centres on 3 October at Production Parts. For more information visit www.productivitycentres.gov.au. Production Parts have also been successful in gaining a Commercialising Emerging Technologies (COMET) grant.

Peter Nicholls, Minister Macfarlane & Ashley Nicholls

DEFENCE INDUSTRY NEWS
AWD ALLIANCE NATIONAL ROADSHOW
The Air Warfare Destroyer Alliance will tour Australia in late October-early November to promote project opportunities to Australian industry. The focus of the Alliance Roadshow will be to provide Australian industry with an update on the status of the project, explain the opportunities that exist for various sectors of Australian industry and the timetable for source selection.

The Australia-wide tour will see two teams from the Alliance visiting Canberra and Cairns (Mon 22 Oct), Newcastle and Wollongong (Tues 23 Oct), Sydney and Launceston (Wed 24 Oct), Brisbane (Thurs 25 Oct), Melbourne (Fri 26 Oct), Adelaide (Tues 30 Oct) and Perth (Fri 2 Nov). The Alliance Roadshow briefings will start with a two hour plenary session, followed by one hour concurrent sessions on AWD Combat System, AWD Shipbuilding, AWD Alliance services and Alliance infrastructure opportunities. Presenters will include Ian Macfarlane, Minister for Industry, Tourism and Resources, launched the Productivity Centres on 3 October at Production Parts.
members of the AWD Alliance Management Team as well as the AWD Program Office.

Check the Events on the AIDN Extranet sharepoint.aidn.org.au/aidn/default.aspx for the latest registration details. If you don’t have a username and password please contact the AIDN Office admin@aidn.org.au

Australia’s HOBART Class Air Warfare Destroyer

DEFENCE & INDUSTRY APPOINTMENTS

Lieutenant General David Hurley, formerly Chief Capability Development Group (CCDG), has been appointed to the new three star position of Chief of Joint Operations (CJOPS). Rear Admiral Matt Tripovich will be promoted to Vice Admiral and take up the position of CCDG.

Former Thales Australia General Manager for Underwater Systems, Brent Clark, has been appointed acting Vice President Naval following the departure of Ali Baghei, initially recruited out of the United Kingdom aircraft carrier program to oversee the company’s bid for Joint Project 2048 (amphibious ships). Former Booz Allen Hamilton executive, Richard Hodge, will commence as General Manager of CAE Professional Services at the end of October. CAE has also recruited the former General Manager of ESRI Australia, Brian Vernon, to run its new Canberra office. RAdm Boyd Robinson AM has replaced Trevor Ruting as Head of the DMO’s Maritime Systems Division. Brigadier Ian Westwood, AM to be appointed as the first Chief Military Judge. Colonel Peter Morrison and Lieutenant Colonel Jennifer Woodward to be appointed as the permanent military judges for a term of 10 years.

GET YOURSELF A LEOPARD

De-commissioned Leopard Tanks will soon be available for gifting to veteran and historical organisations across Australia, as part of the Howard Government’s acquisition of the new Abrams Tanks.

The Leopard tanks entered service in 1977 and have been central to the Australian Army’s armoured warfare capability.

To be eligible for consideration organisations should be able to demonstrate that the tank will be of some historical or cultural significance to them.

Organisations interested in receiving a de-commissioned Leopard Tank should register their interest with the Leopard Disposals Manager, 256-310 St Kilda Road, SOUTHBANK VIC 3006, or phone 03 9282 4162, by Friday, 12 October 2007.

NEW LOOK NAVY UNIFORM

The Royal Australian Navy is set to benefit from a new two-piece fire-retardant uniform, complete with improved safety boots.

Much of the design for the replacement Navy uniform derives from the land warfare version introduced in the mid-90s by the Australian Army. The two-piece uniform will align with other ADF combat uniforms in its use of the Australian Camouflage (AUSCAM) pattern, but will be unique to Navy in terms of the littoral colours used and the addition of reflective tape on the upper arms.

RAAF WILLIAMS POINT COOK TO REMAIN IN DEFENCE OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

The Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Defence, Mr Peter Lindsay MP, announced today that Defence will retain RAAF Williams Point Cook as an open working heritage base.

Mr Lindsay said Defence’s future use of RAAF Williams Point Cook would balance the operational, heritage, and community needs of the base.

“RAAF Williams Point Cook holds an important place in the history of Australia’s military aviation. Not only is it the home of the RAAF, it is also the longest continuously used Air Force base in the world,” Mr Lindsay said.

For all your defence recruitment needs call:
Kristy Vennell on (03) 9526 4000

MACRO boasts a 99% success rate for candidates we place exceeding probation.

Email marketing@macrorecruitment.com.au for the best candidates in defence.

Sign up now to receive regular summaries of top quality defence cleared candidates.

Our candidate attraction campaigns draw only the best skills, degree qualifications and experience.

We specialise in finding and placing:

- ILS Engineers
- Project Managers
- Electrical Engineers
- Software Engineers
- Systems Engineers
- Material Scientists

Get in quick as the best ones go fast!
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RAAF WILLIAMS POINT COOK TO REMAIN IN DEFENCE OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

The Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Defence, Mr Peter Lindsay MP, announced today that Defence will retain RAAF Williams Point Cook as an open working heritage base.

Mr Lindsay said Defence’s future use of RAAF Williams Point Cook would balance the operational, heritage, and community needs of the base.

“RAAF Williams Point Cook holds an important place in the history of Australia’s military aviation. Not only is it the home of the RAAF, it is also the longest continuously used Air Force base in the world,” Mr Lindsay said.
AIR 7000 PROGRAM DERAILED AS BAMS DEFERRED TO 2008

The US Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) has decided to push back its schedule for awarding the Broad Area Maritime Surveillance (BAMS) unmanned aerial system (UAS) contract. Originally anticipated this northern hemisphere fall, the Navy now says that the contract award will not occur until early-2008. The three teams competing BAMS include: Boeing (with an unmanned ‘Gulfstream’ 550); Lockheed Martin (with a General Atomics’ ‘Mariner’ UAV); and Northrop Grumman (with a marinised ‘Global Hawk’). The Australian Government is awaiting the US BAMS selection to guide its own selection for phase 1 of project Air 7000, the multi-mission unmanned aerial system (MUAS). Australian Defence Business Review (ADBR) magazine reported in August that BAE Systems (partnered with L-3 Communications and Mediaware), and Raytheon Australia (partnered with ISS, SAS and Boeing Australia), had initially been down selected by Defence as the preferred Industry Capability Partner (ICP) to develop an Australian Ground Environment (AGE) architecture for whatever vehicle emerges from the BAMS evaluation. Courtesy of www.diar.com

SCANEAGLE CLOCKS UP 5000 HOURS IN SUPPORT OF ADF

Boeing Australia Limited and US-based Insitu Inc have confirmed their ‘ScanEagle’ unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has provided 5,000 hours of sky-based surveillance and reconnaissance services to Australian Army units deployed in Afghanistan and Iraq. The fully autonomous ‘ScanEagle’ UAV, which is provided to the ADF under a Boeing in-theatre support arrangement, can capture stationary and moving imagery using an inertially stabilised electro-optical or infrared camera. Measuring 1.2m long (and with a 3m wingspan), the UAV provides more than 15 consecutive hours of “on-station” coverage. It is launched autonomously via Insitu’s ‘SuperWedge’ pneumatic wedge catapult, and flies pre-programmed or operator-initiated missions guided by a GPS-based navigation system. The UAV is retrieved using a ‘SkyHook’ system in which the UAV catches a rope hanging from a 15m-high pole. Courtesy of www.diar.com

"Transform great ideas into great solutions"
Presented by Mr Robert Halligan, FIE Aust.

Systems Engineering
5 Day Course and Workshop
P006-316 Sydney, NSW 22 – 26 October 2007
P006-329 Melbourne, Vic 04 – 08 February 2008
P006-332 Canberra, ACT 03 – 07 March 2008

Please contact us for further details relating to our courses or for a complete course outline. Outstanding feedback from previous course delegates is also available

Requirements Analysis & Specification Writing
5 Day Course and Workshop
P007-245 Brisbane, Qld 11 – 15 February 2008
P007-244 Melbourne, Vic 25 – 29 February 2008

These courses are recognised by Engineers Australia for CPD purposes, for 40 hours each.

Project Performance International
PO Box 2385, Ringwood North
Victoria, 3134
Ph: 03 9876 7345
Fax: 03 9876 2664

For a free brochure call 03 9876 7345 or visit www.ppi-int.com
TIME IS UP FOR FEDSAT AFTER 1 BILLION KMS AND 20,000 ORBITS

Following almost 20,000 orbits, the 58kg 'FedSat' microsatellite - Australia's only public satellite - has ceased operations. Launched from Japan in December 2002, and managed by the University of South Australia's Institute for Telecommunications Research (ITR), 'FedSat' operated for four years and three months, some 40% longer that its designed operation period. 'FedSat' was used to undertake a number of scientific experiments related to space and communications. It carried six payloads performing a variety of scientific and engineering research functions, some of which have delivered data of interest (in terms of the effect of radiation on space-borne materials) to the Department of Defence. The Department participated in the project via the Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO), and as a partner in the CRC for Satellite Systems consortium. Officials indicated 'FedSat' would remain in orbit for approximately 96 years, after which time it would burn up in the atmosphere whilst descending from its low-earth orbit.

SECOND ROUND OPENED FOR MARITIME ADVANCEMENT AWARD

The Australian Naval Institute, in conjunction with The Australian National Centre for Ocean Resources & Security at the University of Wollongong, is calling for second round applications for its 'Maritime Advancement Australia Award', sponsored by Booz Allen Hamilton Australia with support from Saab Systems and EDS. The Award is in the form of a two year grant for research or development in areas of maritime endeavour, and including: science, maritime law & policy, defence, commerce, shipbuilding and maritime industry. Applications close on 31 October 2007. Inquiries to james.goldrick@defence.gov.au. Courtesy of www.diar.com

ARMY FAREWELLS THE IROQUOIS ‘HUEY’ HELICOPTER

The Army has farewelled the venerable UH-1H Iroquois ‘Huey’ helicopter. The ‘Huey’ has become synonymous with the Vietnam War and its distinctive “thwack thwack” sound evokes instant memories amongst the Vietnam Veteran community. However it has served Australia faithfully both domestically and around the world in warlike conditions, peace keeping, disaster relief and humanitarian assistance since its introduction in 1962. Its wartime role in Vietnam has been well documented and to a lesser extent its involvement in the Malayan Confrontation and duties with the United Nations in Egypt and the Sinai.

GENERAL NEWS

DEVELOPING A SOUND BUSINESS PLAN FOR EXPORT

An export strategy is an essential component of your business plan. A sound export strategy will help you in dealing with bankers, financial advisers and government agencies. Visit the Austrade web site to find out more www.austrade.gov.au/Export-strategy/default.aspx

SQUARE KILOMETRE ARRAY (SKA) NEWS

For the first time, a CSIRO radio telescope has been linked to others in China and Europe in real-time, demonstrating the power of high-speed global networks and effectively creating a telescope almost as big as the Earth. Recently, a CSIRO telescope near Coonabarabran NSW was used simultaneously with one near Shanghai, China, and five in Europe to observe a distant galaxy called 3C273. “This is the first time we’ve been able to instantaneously connect telescopes half a world apart,” Dr Tasso Tzioumis, VLBI operations and development manager at CSIRO’s Australia Telescope National Facility said. Read more online.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

22-26 October 2007: Land Warfare Conference 2007 – Adelaide Convention Centre The Land Warfare Conference (LWC) is a major event for users, providers, academics, designers and manufacturers to meet and present new and visionary ideas on Land Systems to a focused audience in Australia. lwcc@dsto.defence.gov.au http://www.dsto.defence.gov.au/events/LWC/


13-15 November 2007: PARARI 2007 8th Australian Explosive Ordnance Symposium - Hilton on the Park Hotel Melbourne. This symposium will be the eighth in the PARARI series and is seen as an important element in the continuing dissemination of explosives knowledge and information. john.maher@thalesgroup.com.au Phone: 02 6120 5127 www.thalesgroup.com.au/site.asp?page=104

20-22 November 2007: MiICIS 2007 - National Convention Centre, Canberra. Military communications and information systems have become increasingly important in recent years as networks and the
network dimension become essential to military concepts such as information operations, information warfare, and network centric warfare. www.milcis.com.au

4-8 DECEMBER 2007: LIMA 2007 MARITIME Langkawi Island Malaysia. Subject to there being sufficient interest from Australian industry in participating, Defence will facilitate a Team Australia stand at the LIMA 2007 Maritime exhibition http://www.limamaritime.com.my/ Contact ken.finlay@defence.gov.au for further info.

www.singaporeairshow.com.sg/


CeBIT Australia: Leading Business Technology Event for a Digital World. 20-22 May, 2008 Darling Harbour, Sydney. With over 500 visitors from the Defence Industry in 2007, CeBIT Australia showcases the latest technology solutions for data management and signal processing, repairs, maintenance and upgrade of weapon systems and provision of services to support the peacetime and operational requirements. For more information about Exhibiting to Visiting please go to www.cebit.com.au/ or Phone: +61 2 9280 3400

14 - 20 July 2008: Farnborough International Airshow 2008 www.farnborough.com

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
The best thing about the future is that it only comes one day at a time - Abraham Lincoln

29 January – 1 February 2008 Pacific 2008 Sydney Convention & Exhibition Centre, Australia. A number of timely and highly informative conferences, industry networking and learning opportunities will be staged in conjunction with Pacific 2008. The Pacific International Maritime Exposition has established an enviable reputation as the major international maritime, naval and defence-related event in the region. www.pacific2008.com.au

News Items for Future Editions
Any members wishing to have an article published in future editions of our electronic newsletter are asked to have their article submitted by the middle of the month. Articles are to be limited in size and submitted by email to aidnvic@aidnvic.org.au. This is a free service to members.

ADVERTISING IN THE AIDN-Vic NEWSLETTER
Would you like to assist yourself and AIDN-Vic by advertising in the newsletter? The newsletter is distributed to more than 300 defence related organisations in Australia. Advertisements of one column wide by half a column long can be booked at $100+GST per issue for members. Please contact Sue Smith to book your advertisement. We will continue to print newsworthy information for free under Members’ News. aidnvic@aidnvic.org.au

AIDN-Vic, PO Box 336, Ashburton Vic 3147, Ph: 03.98869278 ABN: 28 597 845 793 Registration: A0032332G www.aidn.org.au
‘Razz’ an Explosive Detection Dog RIP